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STATE OF LAVALLEJA, URUGUAY TO MOTHER SHIMANI

The Grace that goes through your lives in this time is infinite, where the Messengers of Love
permeate you with Their Love, Protection and Instruction.

Mercy and Forgiveness arrive to this world through the Queen of Heaven and Earth and through the
Redeemer of all humanity so that it may transcend its atavisms.

We have entered into the inner temples of many souls, but into others We have not been able, with
Our Love, to even approach the doors of these temples guarded by fake guardians, the fruit of
involution.

My beloved children:

You must, as My soldiers and companions of My Beloved Son, defend your inner temples from
those fake words and fake attitudes with which the enemy wants to deceive you at times. Because it
is there, in your inner temples, where it wants to reach and as soon as it enters, the ferocious
guardians of involution may give you the sensation of immunity and protection, that which will not
be real and will only distance you from the All Powerful God, the Faithful Benefactor of creatures.

Today, as you have awakened to the truth and as you have chased away the ghosts that surrounded
you, take care of your inner temple and convert yourselves into watchtowers where only the
Redeemer may dwell with His Rays of Mercy and Pity.

My children:

You are on the finish line of transcendence of that which still ties you up to this world. I Am, as
your Universal Mother, accompanying each inner step, each internal and external movement, only
being the guardian of your efforts and of the movements of the enemy that tries to
permanently conquer your lives through its contraptions.

Resort to My Immaculate Heart each time that a little uncertainty or insecurity may approach your
consciousness, because there I will be.

The triumph that the being achieves through the effort of transformation is something that definitely
remains recorded in the history of each consciousness, and in the Universal Books.

We hope to soon write definite spiritual sentences of transformation in the books of your lives.

My little beloved ones: I love you and I accompany you at these moments of great transcendence.

In Love to the Plan of God, for all of the creatures.

Mary, Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity.

Thank you for being with Me today. 


